Setting Vibrations for Healing and Harmony
Fourth Practitioner Training Program
Vero Beach FL, April 5 to 7, 2019
INVESTMENT:
$650 pp or $1200 for 2 - Early Bird
($800pp or $1500 for 2 after March 9)

Art of Raising Frequency™ is a new cutting edge approach to Vibrational
Medicine, founded upon sacred geometry-based, high vibrational art
channeled by Barbara Evans, and synergized with healing energies of sound
(Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls), Crystals and Minerals.

WHAT IS INCLUDED:

Art of Raising Frequency beneficially tunes the human biofield, awakens a
deep connection with our inner essence, promotes a heightened sense of
inner peace and harmony, and helps unlock innate healing capabilities. It
sets vibrations that support both practitioners and their patients/clients.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

All tuition for the three days of the course
All course materials, including:• Hand outs of slides and
instructional notes
• Selected free products, such as
books, oracle card deck, DVD, art
prints, coloring books
Free use of high vibrational artwork,
Chakra Healing Discs, Crystal Singing
Bowls, Crystals and Massage Tables
Lunch each day, plus unlimited water, tea,
coffee and delicious snacks
Local transport if needed
The opportunity to purchase tools that
underpin The Art of Raising Frequency at
wholesale prices (including crystals,
Wholeness Pendant, Essential Serenity
Silk Scarves!
Certificate of Attendance

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS:
We are just off Route A1A on the barrier island
between Vero Beach (Oceanside) and Orchid
Island. Hotels reasonably close include:
Disney‘s Vero Beach Resort (1 mile)
Holiday Inn, Oceanside (7 miles)
Kimpton Vero Beach Hotel and Spa (7 miles)
Costa d’Este Beach Resort and Spa (8 miles)
Sea Spray Inn, (8 mi)
Hampton Inn & Suites, Vero Beach (11 miles)
Springhill Suites by Marriott (9 mi)

•

Gain a deep understanding of the theory that underpins Art of Raising
Frequency

•

Become fully immersed in experiencing and using techniques, based on
art, sound, crystals and meditation - the pillars of this new modality

•

Conduct Art of Raising Frequency energy healing sessions following a
specific Protocol

•

Receive Energetic Attunements to enhance personal integration of the
high frequency energies that characterize the program

•

Understand how Art of Raising Frequency can be integrated into their
own Practice and healing schedules/protocols

•

Grow both Personally and Professionally, while enhancing self care and
energy healing capabilities, that will undoubtedly lead to increased
customer/client/patient satisfaction

Registration is now open: reserve your spot
with an immediate deposit of $100
Early Bird full fee of $650pp (or $1200 for two)
is due by March 9, 2019
.

TRAVEL OPTIONS:
Nearest airport (30 mi) is Melbourne (MLB)
served by Delta via Atlanta, and American via
Charlotte. Larger airports (Orlando (MCO) and
West Palm Beach (WPB)) are each approx. 90
miles away.

Barbara Evans

Barbara has created an exciting, experience-based training course in the Art
of Raising Frequency that is focused on Practitioners and Healthcare
professionals. This program, providing over 20 hours of instruction and
certificate of attendance, allows attendees to…

ONLY 9 SPACES AVAILABLE, SO ACT FAST!
Contact Barbara if you require additional information,
including pricing details...use contact info below

Barbara@crystalwingshealingart.com

845-224-9584

Setting the Vibrations for Healing and Harmony
Fourth Training Program for Practitioners
Vero Beach FL, April 5 to 7, 2019
Who Should Attend, and Why… Many Practitioners, including those from prestigious
institutions such as Cleveland Clinic, Walter Reed and The Mayo Clinic, find that using Art of Raising
Frequency tools and protocols, helps them to accelerate and maintain the positive emotional,
psychological, and health-related changes they desire to facilitate in their patients. Furthermore, a
major plus for The Art of Raising Frequency is it’s simplicity, and highly
effective integration into any existing holistic wellness protocol
The training will benefit Practitioners from multiple disciplines. Previous
Graduates of the three day Training Program have come from highly varied
backgrounds including... MD, ND, DOM, Psychotherapy, Energy Psychology,
Healing Touch, Reiki, Massage Therapy, Eden Energy Medicine and Body Talk.
If you are ready to take your current Practice and healing gifts to a whole
new level, you will discover multiple rewards and benefits from experiencing
the extraordinary possibilities of this new energy healing modality. It may change your life, as you
can see from the testimonials of previous graduates below!
The Art of Raising Frequency practitioner course was one of the most transformative experiences of my life. I feel
like I had 10 years-worth of growth in a weekend. What this modality has the capacity to do is almost beyond comprehension. Since the course, I have implemented it into my practice with stellar results. If you're ready to step into
a deeper bigger version of yourself, and the reach of your work, take this course. Dr. Alexis Edwards, AP, DOM
The Art of Raising Frequency practitioner course exceeded my expectations. I left
rejuvenated and empowered. My professional practice is emboldened and
strengthened, as is my own spiritual wellbeing. This training will impact me
personally and professionally for years to come. Jenny Davis, CEHP, ADS

The Art of Raising Frequency course was profound and sacred. I have been doing
energy work for more than twenty years… raising frequency is a true way of healing.
Barbara has a beautiful way of presenting her knowledge… her tools integrate with
any other energy healing protocol. JoAnn Gorka LMT, HTCP
Barbara was a fantastic teacher... I have found Art of Raising Frequency to be
incredibly powerful when used in conjunction with psychotherapy because it combines
both left and right brain processes, bypassing the client’s defenses and stuck patterns that often times keeps them
trapped in repetitive life experiences. Olga Bloch LCMFT
Barbara's Practitioner Training Program was full of transformational energetic sessions. We immediately felt the
benefits and profound vibrational uplifts of each exercise. The course culminated in protocols, combining her
beautiful art (based on sacred geometry), crystals, and singing bowls, that can be easily combined with other healing
modalities for the benefit of yourself, your study group, and your private clients. Karen R. Onofrio, M.D., EEM-CP,
Reiki Master and John M. Onofrio, M.D., Reiki Master
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